
Sin:  the problem begins
Genesis 3:1-8

[based on the sermon preached on 31.7.22 – available on the church app or at

https://lwac.org.au/sermons]

KEY IDEAS
1. This passage is one of the most important in the Bible; the subject of sin is challenging for

Christians to talk about and largely ignored by the surrounding culture.
2. The serpent/Satan tempts Eve by lying about what God had said, contradicting God’s

declaration that they would die.
3. Satan wrongly claims that experiential knowledge (actually eating the fruit) is the only real

moral knowledge; we can’t know right and wrong until we try the wrong for ourselves.
4. Satan claims Adam and Eve can and should exchange their created, finite status for being

like God as infinite and in control of their own lives.
5. Adam eats along with his wife, Eve.  He fails to protect her, as was his charge, making his

sin even greater.
6. When they do eat, their eyes are opened and they experience guilt and shame, which

follows disobedience.
7. Adam and Eve fail to trust God (sin of omission) which results in their acting to eat of the

forbidden fruit (sin of commission). We do the same every time we sin.

CONNECT

● What is a common lie which many people (Christians or non-Christians) buy into today
with significant consequences?  What are some of those consequences?  Have you
ever been tempted by this lie?  How do you counteract or resist it?

STUDY

Read Genesis 3:1-3

● What does Satan/the serpent’s questioning of God’s command in v. 1 reveal about his plan
for corrupting Adam and Eve?  What is he trying to accomplish with his twisting of the truth?
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● Why do you suppose Eve mis-identifies the tree in v. 3 as “the tree that is in the middle of the
garden” and not “the tree of the knowledge of good and evil”?  Was this just a casual mistake
or does this indicate something more?

● What does Eve’s inclusion of the prohibition to not even touch the fruit indicate about her
focus?  Why do you think she says this?

● Why was the serpent allowed into the Garden in the first place?  Do you think this was unfair
of God, setting Adam and Eve up for failure?

● Eve correctly repeats God’s warning that if they ate of the fruit of the tree of the knowledge of
good and evil they would die.  Given what happens at the end of Genesis 3 and beyond, what
do you think it means that they would die?  What kind of death (physical, spiritual)?  When?

Read Genesi 3:4-5

● The serpent directly challenges God’s command and warning by asserting  “you will not
surely die.”  In its place he substitutes an alternative explanation:  “your eyes will be opened
and you will be like God.”  Why do you suppose the idea of being like God was so attractive
to Adam and Eve?  What do you think it was about their being created, finite beings which
they found so limiting?

● Do you find those same things limiting?

● What is a lie which you have been tempted to believe, or maybe have believed or bought
into?  How would (or how did) believing that lie impact your life?  (Only share that which is
appropriate in your Life Group context.)

Read Genesis 3:6-8

● In v. 6, Eve has been convinced by the serpent’s lie and she takes and eats.  What about the
serpent’s challenge of what God has said and his alternative explanation do you think was the
most compelling, the most appealing, the most tempting?

● Why do you think Adam remained so passive and silent throughout this exchange between
his wife and the serpent?  What responsibilities in his relationship with his wife did he fail to
fulfill here?

● Adam and Eve’s eyes were opened because they had a new experience: that of
disobedience, they were now guilty.  What did Adam and Eve do which tell us that they also
had an emotional response to their guilt?  What do we call that emotional response or
awareness?
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● How much of Adam and Eve’s eating the forbidden fruit was the serpent’s fault and how
much was Adam and Eve’s fault?  Assign a percentage split to this, such as 50/50, 20/80, or
0/100.

● Similarly, when you sin, how much is Satan’s fault and how much is your fault?

APPLY

● How can you identify lies from Satan when you encounter them?

● What can you do to respond to them or counteract them?

● Think of one strategy for counteracting the lies of Satan which you can implement this
week.  Share with the group if appropriate.

● Which other aspect of this study has struck you the most and why? What are you
going to do as a result ?

● Identify one or more truths from this study which speak to and can be applied in your
life.

1.

2.

3.

PRAY FOR OUR CHURCH AND FOR ONE ANOTHER
● According to need.
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